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ABSTRACT
The problem of providing meaningful routing directions over
road networks is of great importance. In many real-life cases,
the fastest route may not be the ideal choice for providing
directions in written/spoken text, or for an unfamiliar neighborhood, or in cases of emergency. Rather, it is often more
preferable to offer “simple” directions that are easy to memorize, explain, understand or follow. However, there exist
cases where the simplest route is considerably longer than
the fastest. This paper tries to address this issue, by finding near-simplest routes which are as short as possible and
near-fastest routes which are as simple as possible. Particularly, we focus on efficiency, and propose novel algorithms,
which are theoretically and experimentally shown to be significantly faster than existing approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Spatial databases and GIS

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
shortest path, turn cost, near-shortest path

1. INTRODUCTION
Finding the fastest route on road networks has received
a renewed interest in the recent past, thanks in large part
to the proliferation of mobile location-aware devices. However, there exist many real-life scenarios in which the fastest
route may not be the ideal choice when providing routing
directions.
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As a motivating example, consider the case of a tourist
asking for driving directions to a specific landmark. Since
the tourist may not be familiar with the neighborhood, it
makes more sense to offer directions that involve as few
turns as possible, instead of describing in detail an elaborate
fastest route. As another example, consider an emergency
situation, e.g., natural disaster, terrorist attack, which requires an evacuation plan to be communicated to people on
the site. Under such circumstances of distress and disorganization, it is often desirable to provide concise, easy to
memorize, and clear to follow instructions.
In both scenarios, the simplest route may be more preferable than the fastest route. As per the most common interpretation [22], turns (road changes) are assigned costs, and
the simplest route is the one that has the lowest total turn
cost, termed complexity. For simplicity, in the remainder of
this work, we assume that all turns have equal cost equal to
1; the generalization to non-uniform costs is straightforward.
In some road networks, the simplest and the fastest route
may be two completely different routes. Consider for example a large city, e.g., Paris, that has a large ring road
encircling a dense system of streets. The simplest route between two nodes that lie on (or are close to) the ring, would
be to follow the ring. On the other hand, the fastest route
may involve traveling completely within the enclosing ring.
As a result the length of the simplest route can be much
larger than that of the fastest route, and vice versa.
Surprisingly, with the exception of [13], the trade-off between length and complexity in finding an optimal route has
not received sufficient attention. Our work addresses this issue by studying the problem of finding routes that are as
fast and as simple as possible.
In particular, we first study the fastest simplest problem,
i.e., of finding the fastest among all simplest routes, which
was the topic of [13]. We show that although, for this problem, a label-setting method (a variant of the basic Dijkstra’s algorithm) cannot be directly applied on the road network, it is possible to devise a conceptual graph on which it
can. In fact, our proposed algorithm is orders of magnitude
faster than the baseline solution. Moreover, using a similar
methodology, it is possible to efficiently solve the simplest
fastest problem.
Subsequently, we investigate the length-complexity tradeoff and introduce two novel problems that relax the constraint that the returned routes must be either fastest or
simplest. The fastest near-simplest problem is to find the
fastest possible route whose complexity is not more than
1 + ϵ times larger than that of the simplest route. On the

other hand, the simplest near-fastest problem is to find the
simplest possible route whose length is not more than 1 + ϵ
times larger than that of the fastest route.
These near-optimal problems are significantly more difficult to solve compared to their optimal counterparts. The
reason is that there cannot exist a principle of optimality,
exactly because the requested routes are by definition suboptimal in length and complexity. Therefore, one must exhaustively enumerate all routes, and only hope to devise
pruning criteria to quickly discard unpromising sub-routes.
We propose two algorithms, based on route enumeration,
for finding the simplest near-fastest route; their extension for
the fastest near-simplest problem is straightforward. The
first follows a depth-first search principle in enumerating
paths, whereas the second is inspired by A∗ search. Both algorithms apply elaborate pruning criteria to eliminate from
consideration a large number of sub-routes. Our experimental study shows that they run in less than 400 msec in networks of around 80,000 roads and 110,000 intesections.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the problems and reviews related
work. Section 3 discusses the fastest simplest, and Section 4
the simplest near-fastest problem. Then, Section 5 presents
our experimental study and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Section 2.1 presents the necessary definition, while Section 2.2 reviews relevant literature.

2.1 Definitions
Let V denote a set of nodes representing road intersections. A road r is a sequence of distinct nodes from V . Let
R denote a set of roads, such that all nodes appear in at
least one road, and any pair of consecutive nodes of some
road do not appear in any other, i.e., the roads do not have
overlapping subsequences. For a node n ∈ V , the notation
R(n) ⊆ R represents the non-empty subset of roads that
contain n. For two consecutive nodes ni , nj of some road r,
the notation R(ni , nj ) is a shorthand for r.
Definition 1. The road network of R is the directed graph
GR (V, E), where V is the set of nodes, and E ⊆ V × V
contains an edge eij = (ni , nj ) if ni , nj are consecutive
nodes in some road.
A road network is associated with two cost functions. The
length function L assigns to each edge a cost representing
its length, i.e., the travel time or distance between them;
formally, L : E → R+ maps each edge (ni , nj ) to the length
L(ni , nj ) of the road segment ni to nj .
The complexity function C assigns to each turn from road
ri to road rj via node nx , which lies on both ri and rj , the
cost of making the turn. Formally, C : V ×R×R → R+ maps
(nx , ri , rj ) to complexity C(nx , ri , rj ) from ri to rj via nx .
A route ρ = (na , nb , . . . ) is a path on graph GR , i.e., a
sequence of nodes from V , such that for any two consecutive
nodes, say ni , nj , there exists an edge eij in E.
The length L(ρ) of a route ρ is the sum of the lengths for
each edge it contains, and represents the total travel time or
distance covered along this route; formally,
∑
L(ni , nj ).
(1)
L(ρ) =
(ni ,nj )∈ρ
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Figure 1: An example road network of seven roads
ra – rg , where five routes ρ1 – ρ5 from node ns to nt
are depicted.
Table 1: Costs of routes in Figure 1
road

length

complexity

type

ρ1
ρ2
ρ3
ρ4
ρ5

10
40
20
30
40

4
1
3
2
2

SF
FS
SNF (ϵ = 1)
FNS (ϵ = 1)
—

A route from source ns to target nt is called a fastest route
if its length is equal to the smallest length of any route from
ns to nt . Given a parameter ϵ, a route from ns to nt is
called an near-fastest route if its length is at most (1 + ϵ)
times that of the fastest route from ns to nt .
The complexity C(ρ) of a route ρ is the sum of complexities
for each turn it contains; formally
∑
C(nj , R(ni , nj ), R(nj , nk )),
(2)
C(ρ) =
(ni ,nj ,nk )∈ρ

where ni , nj , nk are three consecutive nodes in ρ, and
R(ni , nj ), R(nj , nk ) are the (unique) roads containing segments (ni , nj ) and (nj , nk ), respectively. A route from ns
to nt is called a simplest route if its complexity is equal to
the lowest complexity of any route from ns to nt . Given a
parameter ϵ, a route from ns to nt is called a near-simplest
route if its complexity is at most (1 + ϵ) times that of the
simplest route from ns to nt . Note that the complexity of a
simplest route can be 0, i.e., when no road changes exist. In
this case, all near-simplest routes must also have complexity
0. To address this, one could simply change the definition of
complexity to be the number of roads in a route, and thus
at least 1. In the remainder of this paper, we ignore this
case, and simply use the original definition of complexity.
This work deals with the following problems. To the best
of our knowledge only the first has been studied before in
literature [13].
Problem 1. [Fastest Simplest Route] Given a source
ns and a target nt , find a route that has the smallest length
among all simplest routes from ns to nt .
Problem 2. [Simplest Fastest Route] Given a source
ns and a target nt , find a route that has the smallest complexity among all fastest routes from ns to nt .
Problem 3. [Fastest Near-Simplest Route] Given a
source ns and a target nt , find a route that has the smallest
length among all near-simplest routes from ns to nt .
Problem 4. [Simplest Near-Fastest Route] Given a
source ns and a target nt , find a route that has the lowest
complexity among all near-fastest routes from ns to nt .

Note that the first two problems are equivalent to the
last two, respectively, if we set ϵ = 0. We next present an
example illustrating these problems.
Example 1. Consider the road network of Figure 1 consisting of 7 two-way roads ra – rg . Note that all roads have
either a north-south or an east-west direction, except road
ra , which is a ring-road and is thus depicted with a stronger
line. The figure also portrays 11 road intersections n1 –n11
with hollow circles, and two special nodes, the source ns ,
drawn with filled circle, and the target nt , drawn with a
filled circle inside a larger hollow one.
Next, consider five possible routes ρ1 –ρ5 starting from ns
and ending at nt , which are drawn in Figure 1, and whose
lengths and complexities are shown in Table 1. Observe
that ρ1 is the fastest route from ns to nt with length 10,
and, moreover, it has the lowest complexity 4 among all
other fastest route (no other exists). Thus, ρ1 is the simplest
fastest route and the answer to Problem 2.
On the other hand, ρ2 is the fastest simplest route and
the answer to Problem 1, as it has the lowest complexity 1,
following the ring-road to reach the target. But its length,
40, is quite large compared to the other possible routes.
Assume ϵ = 1 for the complexity, so that a near-simplest
route can have complexity at most twice that of the simplest route, i.e., 2. Observe that two routes ρ4 and ρ5 are
near-simplest. Among them ρ is the fastest, and is thus the
answer to Problem 3.
Moreover, assume ϵ = 1 for the length as well, so that a
near-fastest route can have length at most twice that of the
fastest route, i.e., 20. Notice that only ρ3 is near-fastest and
thus is the answer to Problem 4.
Observe that if we set ϵ = 2 for the length, near-fastest
routes can have length as large as 30. In this case, ρ3 and
ρ4 are near- fastest, with the latter being the simplest nearfastest.

2.2 Related Work
Dijkstra [7] showed that the fastest route problem exhibits
a principle of sub-route optimality and proposed its famous
dynamic programming method for finding all fastest routes
from a given source. Bi-directional search [17], i.e., initiating
two parallel searches from the source and the target can significantly expedite finding the fastest source-to-target route.
Since this early work around the 60’s, numerous network preprocessing techniques exist today, including landmarks [11],
reach [12], multi-level graphs [21], graph hierarchies [20, 9],
graph partitioning [16], labelings [1], and their combinations
[2, 3, 6], which are capable of speeding up Dijkstra’s algorithm by orders of magnitude in several instances.
The problem of finding the simplest route was first studied
in [5], and more recently in [22, 8]. The basic idea behind
these methods, is to construct a pseudo-dual graph of the
road network, where road segments become the nodes, the
turns between two consecutive road segments become the
edges, which are assigned turn costs. Then, finding the simplest route reduces to finding the shortest path on the transformed graph. In contrast, the recent work of [10] solves the
simplest route problem directly on the road network. Note
that Problem 1 differs with respect to the simplest route
problem, as it request a specific simplest route, that with
the smallest length. The aforementioned methods return
any simplest route.
To the best of our knowledge, only the work in [13] ad-
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dresses Problem 1, as it proposes a solution that first finds
all simplest routes and then selects the fastest among them.
The proposed method serves as a baseline approach to our
solution for Problem 1 and is detailed in Section 3.1.
Problems 3 and 4 are related to the problem of finding the
near-shortest paths on graphs [4, 15]. This paper differs with
that line of work in two ways. First, the studied problems
involve two cost metrics, length and complexity. Second,
their solution is a single route, instead of all possible nearoptimal routes.
Problems 3 and 4 are also related to multi-objective shortest path problems (see e.g., [18, 14]), which specify more
than one criteria and may return sub-optimal routes. This
paper differs with that line of work again in two ways. First,
they request a single route. Second, the studied problems
introduce a hard constraint on the length or complexity of a
solution. Nonetheless, an interesting extension to our work
would be to return all routes that capture different lengthcomplexity trade-offs.

3. FASTEST SIMPLEST ROUTE
This section discusses Problem 1, and introduces an algorithm that takes advantage of the principle of sub-route
optimality to expedite the search. Solving Problem 2 is similar, and thus details are omitted. We first present a recent
baseline solution in Section 3.1, and then discuss our approach in Section 3.2.

3.1

Baseline Solution

The work in [13] was the first to address the fact that
there can exist multiple simplest routes with greatly varying
length, and proposes a solution to finding the fastest among
them. This method, which we denote as BSL, operates on
a graph that models the intersections of the roads in R.
Definition 2. The intersection graph of R is the undirected
graph GI (R, I), where R is the set of roads; and I ⊆ R ×
R × V contains intersection (nx , ri , rj ) if ri ∈ R(nx ) and
rj ∈ R(nx ), i.e., node nx belongs to both roads ri and rj .
A path on the intersection graph, i.e., a sequence of R
vertices such that there exists an intersection in I for any
two consecutive vertices in the sequence, is called a road
sequence.
BSL finds the fastest simplest route from a source node
ns to a target node nt . It is based on the observation that a
simplest route from ns to nt in the road network is related to
a shortest road sequence from a road that contains ns to one
that contains nt in the intersection graph. More precisely,
BSL operates as follows.
1. For each source road in R(ns ), find the number of intersections of the shortest road sequence from that source
to any of the target roads in R(nt ), e.g., using a singlesource shortest path algorithm on the intersection graph.
2. Determine the smallest number of intersections among
those found in the previous step. This number corresponds to the fewest possible intersections in a road sequence that starts from a source and ends at a target
road, and is thus equal to the complexity of the simplest
route from ns to nt plus 1.
3. Enumerate (e.g., using depth-limited dfs) all road sequences from a source to a target road that have exactly

as many intersections as the number determined in the
previous step. For each road sequence produced, convert
it to a route and determine its length.
4. Select the route with the minimum length, i.e., the fastest,
among those produced in the previous step.

3.2 The FastestSimplest Algorithm
The proposed algorithm operates directly on the road network. However, a direct application of a Dijkstra-like (labelsetting [7]) method is not possible, because the principle of
sub-route optimality does not hold. In particular, this principle suggests that if node nx is in the fastest simplest route
from ns to nt then any fastest simplest sub-route from ns
to nx can be extended to a fastest simplest route from nx to
nt . In comparison, it is easy to see that the principle holds
for fastest route (shortest paths), as all fastest sub-routes
can be extended to fastest routes.
We give a counter-example for the principle of optimality
on fastest simplest routes using the road network of Figure 1.
Consider the routes ρ2 = (ns , n6 , n8 , n11 , n10 , nt ) and ρ5 =
(ns , n7 , n11 , n10 , nt ). The sub-route ρ′5 = (ns , n7 , n11 ) of ρ5
has length 20 and complexity 1, as it involves a single turn
from road rf to rc via node n7 . Similarly, the sub-route
ρ′2 = (ns , n6 , n8 , n11 ) of ρ2 has length 20 and complexity
1, as it involves a single turn from rf to ra via node n6 .
Therefore, both sub-routes are fastest simplest from ns to
n11 . However, the extension of ρ′5 does not give a fastest
simplest route from ns to nt ; ρ5 makes an additional turn
at node n11 compared to ρ2 . This violates the principle of
optimality for fastest simplest routes.
Therefore, a Dijkstra-like method, which directly exploits
this principle of optimality, cannot be applied. For instance,
such a method could reach n11 first via rc and subsequently
ignore any other path reaching n11 , including the sub-route
via ra , and thus missing the optimal route from ns to nt .
To address the aforementioned lack of sub-route optimality, we construct a conceptual expanded graph, on which
the principle optimality holds. Additionally, we show that
expanded routes on this graph are uniquely associated with
routes on the road network. We emphasize that the expanded graph is only a conceptual structure used for presentation purposes, and that the proposed algorithm does
not make use of it as it operates directly on the road network.
Definition 3. The expanded graph of GR (V, E) is the directed graph GE (V ′ , E ′ ), where V ′ ⊆ V × R contains an
expanded node (nx , ri ) if ri ∈ R(nx ); E ′ ⊆ V ′ × V ′ contains
an edge ((nx , ri ), (ny , rj )) if ri ∈ R(nx ) and rj ∈ R(nx ) (ri
and rj could be the same road), and additionally nx , ny are
consecutive nodes in rj .
An expanded route ρE = ((na , ri ), (nb , rj ), . . . ) is a path
on the expanded graph GE . Each expanded edge can be
associated with a length and a turn cost. Therefore, it is
possible to define the following costs for an expanded route.
The length L(ρE ) of an expanded route ρE is the sum of
the lengths associated with each expanded edge; formally,
∑
L(ρE ) =
L(nx , ny ).
(3)
((nx ,ri ),(ny ,rj ))∈ρE

Similarly, the complexity C(ρE ) of an expanded route ρE
is the sum of the turn costs associated with each expanded
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edge; formally,
C(ρE ) =

∑

C(nx , ri , rj ).

(4)

((nx ,ri ),(ny ,rj ))∈ρE

An important property regarding the length and complexity of an expanded route is the following. Note that a similar
propery does not generally hold for routes on the road network GR .
Lemma 1. Let ρ1E be an expanded route from (ns , ri ) to
(nx , ry ), and ρ2E be an expanded route from (nx , ry ) to (nt , rj ).
If ρ1E ρ2E denotes the concatenation of the two expanded routes,
then, it holds that L(ρ1E ρ2E ) = L(ρ1E )+L(ρ2E ), and C(ρ1E ρ2E ) =
C(ρ1E ) + C(ρ2E ).
Please note that the proofs of all lemmas and theorems
can be found in the technical report [19].
It should be apparent that expanded routes are closely
related with (non-expanded) routes. First, let us examine
the GR to GE relationship, which is one to many.
We associate a route ρ from ns to nt on the road network
GR to a set E(ρ) of expanded routes on GE , which only
differ in their first and last expanded nodes. Particularly,
for an expanded route ρE ∈ E(ρ), its first expanded node is
(ns , ri ), where ri ∈ R(ns ), the last expanded node is (nt , rj ),
where rj ∈ R(nt ), and the k-th expanded node (for k > 1)
is (nk , R(nk−1 , nk )), where nk−1 , nk are the (k−1)-th, k-th
nodes in ρ, respectively, and R(nk−1 , nk ) is the unique road
that contains the edge (nk−1 , nk ). Conversely, an expanded
route ρE is associated with a unique route ρ.
Given a route ρ, we define the special expanded route of
ρ, denoted as ρ∗E , to be the expanded route in E(ρ) that has
(ns , R(ns , ns+1 )) as its first expanded node, and (nt , R(nt−1 , nt ))
as its last expanded node, where ns+1 is the second node
in route ρ, R(ns , ns+1 ) is the unique road containing edge
(ns , ns+1 ), nt−1 is the second-to-last node in route ρ, and
R(nt−1 , nt ) is the unique road containing edge (nt−1 , nt ).
An even more important property is the following.
Lemma 2. The length of a route ρ is equal to the length
of any expanded route ρE ∈ E(ρ). The complexity of a route
ρ is equal to the complexity of the special expanded route
ρ∗E ∈ E(ρ).
Next, let us examine the GE to GR relationship, which
is many to one. We associate an expanded route ρE from
(ns , ri ) to (nt , rj ) to a unique route ρ = E −1 (ρE ) from ns
to nt on GR , such that the k-th node (for any k) of ρ is nk ,
where (nk , rx ) is the k-th expanded node of ρE .
Lemma 3. The length of an expanded route ρE is equal
to the length of the route ρ = E −1 (ρE ). The complexity of
a route ρE is not smaller than the complexity of the route
ρ = E −1 (ρE ).
We next introduce a lexicographic total order, which applies to routes or expanded routes. Note that in this section,
we use this order exclusively for expanded routes. Given two
routes ρ1 , ρ2 , we say that ρ1 is FS-shorter than ρ2 and denote as ρ1 <F S ρ2 if C(ρ1 ) < C(ρ1 ) or if C(ρ1 ) = C(ρ1 ) and
L(ρ1 ) < L(ρ1 ). Intuitively, being FS-shorter implies being
simpler or as simple but faster.
The following theorem presents an important property regarding this order on expanded routes.

Theorem 1. Let ρF S be a fastest simplest route on GR from
S∗
ns to nt , and let ρF
denote its special expanded route. It
E
holds that there exists no other expanded route that starts
from (ns , ri ) and ends at (nt , rj ), for any ri ∈ R(ns ) and
S∗
rj ∈ R(nt ) that is FS-shorter than ρF
.
E
Theorem 1 implies that to find a fastest simplest route on
GR , it suffices to find a FS-shortest expanded route on GE .
The following theorem shows that a principle of optimality
holds for FS-shortest expanded routes on GE .
Theorem 2. Let ρE denote an FS-shortest expanded route
from (ns , ri ) to (nt , rj ) that passes through (nx , ry ). Furthermore, let ρ1E denote its sub-route from (ns , ri ) to (nx , ry ),
and ρ2E its sub-route from (nx , ry ) to (nt , rj ). It holds that
′
both ρ1E and ρ2E are FS-shortest. Moreover, if ρ1E is another FS-shortest expanded route from (ns , ri ) to (nx , ry ),
′
then ρ1E ρ2E is an FS-shortest expanded route from (ns , ri ) to
(nt , rj ).
The key point in Theorem 2 is that it holds for any expanded route on GE . In contrast, this does not hold for
routes on the road network GR , as we have argued in the
beginning of this section.
Given Theorem 2, we can apply a Dijkstra’s algorithm,
or any variant, to find the FS-shortest expanded route on
GE . Then, from Theorem 1, we immediately obtain a fastest
simplest route on GR .
In what follows, we present the FastestSimplest (FS) algorithm, a label- setting method (a generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm) for finding a fastest simplest route on GR ,
which operates directly on the road network and constructs
directly routes, instead of expanded routes.
The pseudocode of the FS algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. Although FS operates on the road network GR ,
it updates labels for expanded nodes. A label λ(n, r) for
expanded node (n, r) is equal to ⟨n, r|len, cpl, nprev , rprev ⟩
and represents an expanded route from (ns , ri ), for some
ri ∈ R(ns ), up to (n, r). In particular, len, cpl are the length
and complexity of this expanded route, while (nprev , rprev ) is
the second-to-last expanded node. Note that this expanded
route is FS-shortest only when it is explicitly marked as final.
FS uses a minheap H to guide the search, visiting nodes of
GR . An entry of H is a label, and its key is the label’s length,
complexity pair (len, cpl). Labels in H are ordered using
the FS-shorter total order. At each iteration, FS deheaps a
label, marks it final and advances the search frontier.
For any road ri ∈ R(ns ), the algorithm initializes the heap
with the label (ns , ri |0, 0, n∅ , ri ) (lines 1–3). The dummy
node n∅ signifies that ns is the first node in any route constructed.
The algorithm proceeds iteratively, deheaping labels until
the heap is depleted (line 4), or the label involving the target
is deheaped (line 7). Assume (nx , ri |len, cpl, nw , rh ) is the
deheaped label (line 5). As explained before, this label is
finalized (line 6).
If the label does not involve the target, FS expands the
current route (represented by the deheaped label) considering each outgoing edge (nx , ny ) of nx (line 8), and each road
rj that contains ny (line 9).
If the label λ(ny , rj ) does not exist (line 10), its label is initialized with length equal to len plus the distance L(nx , ny )
of the outgoing edge, and with complexity equal to cpl plus
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Algorithm 1: FastestSimplest

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

17

Input: road network GR ; function L; function C; source ns ;
target nt
Output: length fsL and complexity fsC of fastest simplest
route from ns to nt
Variables: minheap H with entries ⟨n, r|len, cpl, nprev , rprev ⟩,
keys (len, cpl), and compare function <F S
foreach ri that contains ns do
λ(ns , ri ) ← ⟨ns , ri |0, 0, n∅ , ri ⟩
enheap λ(ns , ri ) in H
while H not empty do
⟨nx , ri |len, cpl, nw , rh ⟩ ← deheap
mark λ(nx , ri ) as final
if nx is nt then break
else foreach edge (nx , ny ) do
foreach road rj that contains ny do
if λ(ny , rj ) does not exist then
λ(ny , rj ) ←
⟨ny , rj |len + L(nx , ny ), cpl + C(ny , ri , rj ), nx , ri ⟩
enheap λ(ny , rj )
else if λ(ny , rj ) is not final then
⟨ny , rj |len′ , cpl′ , nu , rh ⟩ ← λ(ny , rj )
if
(len + L(nx , ny ), cpl + C(ny , ri , rj )) <F S (len′ , cpl′ )
then
λ(ny , rj ) ←
⟨ny , rj |len+L(nx , ny ), cpl+C(ny , ri , rj ), nx , ri ⟩
update λ(ny , rj )

18
19

return (fsL, fsC) ← (len, cpl)

the complexity C(ny , ri , rj ) of transitioning from road ri to
rj via node ny (lines 11 –12).
Otherwise, if label λ(ny , rj ) exists but is not final (line
13), it is retrieved (line 14). The label will be updated if the
extension of the current expanded route is FS-shorter that
the one currently represented in the label (lines 15–17).
The fastest simplest route can be retrieved with standard
backtracking. We keep all deheaped labels, and then starting from the label containing the target, we identify the
previous expanded node (from the information stored in the
label) and retrieve its label, until the source is reached.
Theorem 3. The FS algorithm correctly finds a fastest simplest route from ns to nt .
Analysis. Let δ = maxn∈V |R(n)| denote the maximum degree of the road network GR , i.e., the maximum number of
roads a node can belong to. Note that there exist not more
than δ|V | labels, i.e., (n, r) pairs. In the worst case, FastestSimplest performs an enheap and deheap operation for each
label. Furthermore, in the worst case, FastestSimplest examines each edge δ times, one for each label of a node. For
each examination, it may update δ labels, in the worst case.
Therefore, there is a total of δ 2 |E| updates, in the worst
case. Assuming a Fibonacci heap, the time complexity of
FastestSimplest is O(δ 2 |E| + δ|V | log |V |) amortized. Moreover, since the heap may contain an entry for each label, the
space complexity is O(δ|V |).
Discussion. Thanks to Theorem 2, the FS algorithm essentially solves a shortest path problem defined on the expanded
graph directly on the road network. It is thus possible to
substitute the underlying basic label-setting method method
with a more efficient variant. Bi- directional search and all
graph preprocessing techniques, discussed in Section 2.2, are
compatible and can expedite the underlying method.

4. SIMPLEST NEAR-FASTEST ROUTE
This section studies Problem 4; the solution to Problem 2
is similar and details are omitted. Unlike the case of finding
the simplest fastest or the fastest simplest route, there can
exist no principle of optimality, exactly because the solution
to Problem 4 is not an optimal route for any definition of
optimality. Therefore, one has to enumerate all routes from
source to target, and rely on bounds and pruning criteria
to eliminate sub-routes that cannot be extended to simplest
near-fastest route.
We propose two algorithms, which differ in the way they
enumerate paths. The first, detailed in Section 4.1, is based
on depth-first search, while the second, detailed in Section 4.2,
is inspired by A∗ search.

4.1 DFS-based Traversal
This section details the SimplestNearFastest-DFS (SNFDFS) algorithm for finding the simplest near-fastest route.
Its key idea is to enumerate all routes from source to target
by performing a depth-first search, eliminating in the process
routes which are longer than (1+ϵ) times the fastest (similar
to the algorithm of [4] for near-fastest routes), or have larger
complexity than the best found so far.
SNF-DFS requires information about the simplest fastest
as well as the fastest simplest path from any node to the
target. To obtain this information, it invokes two procedures
AllFastestSimplest and AllSimplestFastest.
The AllFastestSimplest procedure is a variation of the
FastestSimplest algorithm (Section 3) that solves the singlesource fastest simplest route problem, i.e., it computes the
length and complexity of the fastest simplest route from a
given source to any other node. Only a small change to the
original algorithm is necessary. Recall that when deheaping
a label λ(nx , ri ), it is marked as final. Observe that when the
first label associated with nx is deheaped, the algorithm has
found the fastest simplest path from ns to nx . (This was in
fact the termination condition of Algorithm 1: stop when a
label associated with the target is deheaped.) Therefore, the
AllFastestSimplest procedure explicitly marks nx as visited
at its first encounter, and stores the length and complexity
of the current path. The procedure only terminates when
the heap empties.
The AllSimplestFastest procedure is derived from the SimplestFastest algorithm in the same way that AllFastestSimplest is from FastestSimplest, and thus details are omitted.
Note that there arises a small implementation detail. Recall that the SNF-DFS algorithm requires the costs all fastest
simplest routes ending at a particular node (the target),
whereas AllFastestSimplest returns the costs of all fastest
simplest routes starting from a particular node. Therefore,
to obtain the appropriate info, SNF-DFS invokes the AllFastestSimplest procedure using a graph obtained from GR
by inverting the direction of its edges. The same holds for
the invokation of the AllSimplestFastest procedure.
In the following, we assume that the length fsL[ ] and complexity fsC[ ] of all fastest simplest routes to the target nt ,
and the length sfL[ ] and complexity sfC[ ] of all simplest
fastest routes to nt , are given.
The SNF-DFS algorithm applies two pruning criteria to
avoid examining all routes from ns to nt .
Lemma 4. Let ρ be a route from ns to nx . If L(ρ) +
sfL[nx ] > (1 + ϵ) · sfL[ns ], then any extension of ρ towards
nt is not a simplest near-fastest route.
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Lemma 5. Let ρ be a route from ns to nx . Further, let
snfC+ be an upper bound on the complexity of a simplest
near-fastest route from ns to nt . If C(ρ) + fsC[nx ] > snfC+ ,
then any extension of ρ towards nt is not a simplest nearfastest route.
The next lemma computes an upper bound of the complexity of a simplest near-fastest route.
Lemma 6. Let ρ be a route from ns to nx . If L(ρ) +
fsL[nx ] ≤ (1 + ϵ) · sfL[ns ], then snfC+ = C(ρ) + 1 + fsC[nx ] is
an upper bound on the complexity of a simplest near-fastest
route.
We are now ready to describe in detail the SNF-DFS algorithm, whose pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2. It performs a depth-first search on the road network, eliminating
routes according to the two criteria described previously, and
computing an upper bound for the complexity of the fastest
near-simplest route.
SNF-DFS uses a stack S to implement depth-first search.
At each point in time, the entries in the stack S form exactly
a single route starting from ns . An entry of S has the form
⟨n|len, cpl, nprev ⟩, and corresponds to a route ending at node
n with length len, complexity cpl and whose second-to-last
node is nprev .
SNF-DFS marks certain nodes as in_route, and certain
edges as traversed. Particularly, a node is marked as in_route
if an entry for this node is currently in the stack. This marking helps avoid cycles in routes. An edge (na , nb ) is marked
as traversed if an entry for na is in the stack (not necessarily the last), whereas an entry for nb is not in S, but was at
some previous iteration right above the entry for na . This
marking helps avoid revisiting routes.
Initially, SNF-DFS invokes the AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest procedures (lines 1–2). Then, if the fastest
simplest route from ns to nt is near-shortest, i.e., has length
less than (1 + ϵ) · sfL[ns ], then it is not only a candidate
route but actually the solution, as there can be no other
route with lowest complexity. Hence, SNF-DFS terminates
(lines 3–4).
Otherwise, a candidate route is the fastest simplest route,
which is definitely near-fastest. Therefore, an upper bound
on complexity is computed as snfC+ = sfC[ns ] (line 5). The
stack is initialized with an entry for the source node ns (line
6). Then SNF-DFS proceeds iteratively until the stack is
empty (line 7).
At each iteration the top entry of the stack is examined
(but not popped) (line 8). Let this entry be for node nx
and correspond to a route ρ. If node nx is not marked as
in_route although it is at the top of the stack, this means
that this is the first time SNF-DFS encounters it (line 9).
For this first encounter, the algorithm applies the pruning
criterion of Lemma 5. If it holds (line 10) then no route that
extends ρ will be examined, and hence the entry is popped
from the stack.
Otherwise, if nx is the target (lines 11–13), ρ constitutes
a candidate solution and its complexity is compared against
the best known (line 12). Subsequently, the entry is popped,
as there is no need to extend the current route ρ any farther.
If the entry is not popped, node nx is marked as in_route.
If node nx is not in_route, SNF-DFS looks for an outgoing edge (nx , ny ) such that it is not traversed and ny is not
in_route (line 16). If no such edge is found, then all routes,
with no cycles, that extend ρ have been either considered or

pruned. Hence the top entry of the stack is popped (line 18),
and nx is marked as not in_route (line 19). Additionally,
all outgoind edges of nx are marked as not traversed (lines
20–21).
Otherwise, such an outgoing edge (nx , ny ) is found. Then,
the algorithm checks if the two pruning criteria (Lemmas 4,
5) apply (line 22). If either does, then the edge (nx , ny ) is
marked as traversed (line 27). Otherwise (lines 23– 26),
the algorithm checks if Lemma 6 applies, and appropriately
updates the complexity bound snfC+ if necessary (line 24).
Finally, SNF-DFS creates an entry for node ny and pushes it
in the stack (line 25), while marking (nx , ny ) as traversed
(line 26).
The actual simplest near-fastest route can be retrieved
with standard backtracking; details are omitted.

Algorithm 2: SimplestNearFastest-DFS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Theorem 4. The SNF-DFS algorithm correctly finds a simplest near-fastest route from ns to nt .
Analysis. The complexities of AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest are the same as those of SimplestFastest and
FastestSimplest, respectively, namely O(δ 2 |E|+δ|V | log |V |)
amortized time and O(δ|V |) space.
Let L(ρSF ) denote the length of the fastest route, and ∆d
the smallest distance of any edge. At any time the stack
of SimplestNearFastest corresponds to a sub-route of some
near-fastest route. The number of edges in a near-fastest
route can be at most (1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d (but not more than
|E|). Therefore, the space complexity of the road network
traversal is O((1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d) = O(|E|), since at each
time a single route is maintained in the stack.
In the worst case, the traversal may examine all possible
routes from ns to nt having (1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d edges. The
(
)
|E|
number of such routes is k = (1+ϵ)L(ρ
SF )/∆d ; in practice
this is a much smaller number. The number of push or pop
operations is in the worst case equal to the total length of
all possible near-fastest routes from source to target. Since
there can be k such routes, the time complexity is O(k(1 +
ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d).
Overall, the time complexity of SNF-DFS is O(δ 2 |E| +
δ|V | log |V | + k(1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d) amortized, while its space
complexity is O(δ|V | + (1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d).
Discussion. The running time of SNF-DFS depends on
large part on the two procedures AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest. In the following, we discuss a variant of the
algorithm that does not invoke these procedures. The key
idea is to relax the requirement for explicit calculation of
the length and complexity of all simplest fastest and fastest
simplest routes, and instead require a method for calculating their lower and upper bounds. Such a method can be
straightforwardly adapted from landmark-based techniques,
e.g., [11]. Note that in the extreme case, no bounds are necessary. Clearly, the pruning criteria of Lemmas 4 and 5 can
be straightforwardly adapted to use bounds instead; note
that their pruning power is reduced. Similarly, Lemma 6
can also be adapted, which results however in a less tight
upper bound. Details are omitted.

4.2 A∗ -based Traversal
This section describes the SimplestNearFastest-A∗ (SNFA ) algorithm for finding a simplest near-fastest route, which
is inspired by A∗ search. The key idea is to use bounds on
the complexity in order to guide the search towards the simplest among the near-fastest routes.
∗
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14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

Input: road network GR ; mapping C; source ns ; target nt ;
value ϵ
Output: length snfL and complexity snfC of simplest
near-fastest route from ns to nt
Variables: stack S with entries ⟨n|len, cpl, nprev ⟩
(sfL[ ], sfC[ ]) ← AllSimplestFastest(GR , C, nt )
(fsL[ ], fsC[ ]) ← AllFastestSimplest(GR , C, nt )
if fsL[ns ] ≤ (1 + ϵ) · sfL[ns ] then
return (snfL, snfC) ← (fsL[ns ], fsC[ns ])
(snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (sfL[ns ], sfC[ns ])
push (ns |0, 0, n∅ )
while S not empty do
⟨nx |len, cpl, nw ⟩ ← top
if nx not in_route then
if cpl + fsC[nx ] > snfC+ then pop
else if nx is nt then
if cpl < snfC+ then (snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (len, cpl)
pop
else mark nx as in_route
else
find an outgoing edge (nx , ny ) that is not traversed and
ny is not in_route
if no such edge is found then
pop
mark nx as not in_route
foreach outgoing edge (nx , ny ) do
mark (nx , ny ) as not traversed
else if len + L(nx , ny ) + sfL[ny ] ≤ (1+ϵ)·sfL[ns ] and
cpl + C(ewx , exy , nx ) + fsC[ny ] < snfC+ then
if len + L(nx , ny ) + fsL[ny ] ≤ (1+ϵ)·sfL[ns ] then
(snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (len + L(nx , ny ) + fsL[ny ], cpl +
C(ewx , exy , nx ) + 1 + fsC[ny ])
push ⟨ny |len + L(nx , ny ), cpl + C(ewx , exy , nx ), nx ⟩
mark (nx , ny ) as traversed
else mark (nx , ny ) as traversed

28
29

return (snfL, snfC) ← (snfL+ , snfC+ )

Similar to the dfs-like algorithm, SNF-A∗ applies Lemmas 4, 5 to prune unpromising routes, and Lemma 6 to
compute an upper bound on the complexity of a simplest
near-fastest route. On the other hand, contrary to the dfslike algorithm, SNF-A∗ terminates when it enounters the
target node for the first time, because it can guarantee that
all unexamined routes have more complexity.
The SNF-A∗ algorithm uses a heap to guide the search,
containing node labels. An important difference with respect to the methods of Section 3, is that to guarantee correctness, there may be multiple labels per node, each corresponding to different routes from the source to that node.
The reason is that there is no principle of optimality for
near-fastest routes. Still, labels belonging to certain routes
can be eliminated, as the following lemma suggests.
Lemma 7. Let ρ, ρ′ be two routes from ns to nx . If L(ρ′ ) >
L(ρ) and C(ρ′ ) > C(ρ) + 1, then ρ′ cannot be a sub-route of
a simplest near-fastest route from ns to any nt .
The set of labels for a node nx is denoted by Λ(nx ). Let
λ (resp. λ′ ) be the label corresponding to a route ρ (resp.
ρ′ ) ending at node nx . If the conditions of Lemma 7 hold
for ρ and ρ′ , we write λ ≺ λ′ . Clearly, there is no need to
keep a label λ′ ∈ Λ(nx ) if there is another label λ ∈ Λ(nx )
such that λ ≺ λ′ .
An important difference to the label-setting method for
Problem 1 is that a heap entry (label) ⟨n|len, cpl, nprev ⟩ in
SNF-A∗ is sorted according to the FS-shorter total order (see

Theorem 5. The SNF-A∗ algorithm correctly finds a simplest near-fastest route from ns to nt .

Algorithm 3: SimplestNearFastest-A∗

1
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Input: road network GR ; mapping C; source ns ; target nt ;
value ϵ
Output: length snfL and complexity snfC of simplest
near-fastest route from ns to nt
Variables: minheap H with entries ⟨n|len, cpl, nprev ⟩, keys
(len+f sL[n], cpl+f sC[n]), compare function <F S
(sfL[ ], sfC[ ]) ← AllSimplestFastest(GR , C, nt )
(fsL[ ], fsC[ ]) ← AllFastestSimplest(GR , C, nt )
if fsL[ns ] ≤ (1 + ϵ) · sfL[ns ] then
return (snfL, snfC) ← (fsL[ns ], fsC[ns ])

Analysis. AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest require O(δ 2 |E| + δ|V | log |V |) amortized time and O(δ|V |)
space.
worst
( In the
) case, the algorithm may examine all
|E|
k = (1+ϵ)L(ρ
SF )/∆d possible routes from ns to nt having at
most (1 + ϵ)L(ρSF )/∆d edges. Each node of the road network may be assigned up to k labels, one per possible route.
The number of enheap and deheap operations equals the
number of labels k|V |. Furthermore, the number of update
operations is equal to k2 per edge, for a total of k2 |E|. Assuming a Fibonacci heap, the time complexity of the traversal is O(k2 |E| + k|V | log |V |) amortized. Moreover, since the
heap may contain an entry for each label, the space complexity is O(k|V |). Overall, the time complexity of SNF-A∗
is O(δ 2 |E| + δ|V | log |V | + k2 |E| + k|V | log |V |) amortized,
while its space complexity is O(δ|V | + k|V |).
Discussion. Similarly to the case of SNF-DFS, the invocation of the AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest procedures is not necessary for SNF-A∗ .

(snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (sfL[ns ], sfC[ns ])
enheap ⟨ns |0, 0, n∅ ⟩ in H
while H not empty do
⟨nx |len, cpl, nw ⟩ ← deheap
if nx is nt then
(snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (len, cpl)
break
else foreach edge (nx , ny ) do
λ ← ⟨ny |len + L(nx , ny ), cpl + C(ewx , exy , nx ), nx ⟩
pruned ← false
foreach entry λ′ ∈ Λ(ny ) do
if λ ≺ λ′ then remove λ′
else if λ′ ≺ λ then pruned ← true
if not pruned and
len + L(nx , ny ) + sfL[ny ] ≤ (1+ϵ)·sfL[ns ] and
cpl + C(ewx , exy , nx ) + fsC[ny ] < snfC+ then
if len + L(nx , ny ) + fsL[ny ] ≤ (1+ϵ)·sfL[ns ] then
(snfL+ , snfC+ ) ← (len + L(nx , ny ) + fsL[ny ], cpl +
C(ewx , exy , nx ) + 1 + fsC[ny ])

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section, presents an experiment evaluation of our
methodology for Problems 1–4. Section 5.1 details the setup
of our analysis. Section 5.2 qualitatively compares the proposed methods, and Section 5.3 studies the scalability.

enheap λ

22
23

return (snfL, snfC) ← (snfL+ , snfC+ )

5.1

Section 3) on pair (len + fsL[n], cpl + fsC[n]), as it would in
A∗ search.
The pseudocode of SNF-A∗ is shown in Algorithm 3. Initially, it invokes the AllSimplestFastest and AllFastestSimplest procedures to obtain arrays fsL[ ], fsC[ ], sfL[ ], and
sfC[ ] (lines 1–2). Subsequently, if the fastest simplest route
from ns to nt is near-shortest, it is the solution, and hence,
SNF-DFS terminates (lines 3–4). Otherwise, a candidate
route is the fastest simplest route, which is definitely nearfastest. Therefore, an upper bound on complexity is computed as snfC+ = sfC[ns ] (line 5).
The heap is initialized with an entry for the source node
ns (line 6). Then SNF-A∗ proceeds iteratively until the heap
is empty (line 7). Let ⟨nx |len, cpl, nw ⟩ be the deheaped label
at some iteration (line 8). If nx is the target, the algorithm
terminates (lines 9–11). The reason is that because of the
order in the heap, all remaining labels correspond to routes,
which when extended via the simplest route to the target,
have larger complexity. Hence, Lemma 5 applies to them.
If nx is not the target, each outgoing edge (nx , ny ) is examined (line 12), and a label λ for the route to ny is created
(line 13). Subsequently, each other label λ′ regarding node
ny is considered (lines 15–17). In particular, the algorithm
applies Lemma 7 for the routes of labels λ and λ′ , removing
labels if necessary.
If the route for label λ survives, then the pruning criteria
of Lemmas 4 and 5 are applied (line 18). If the label still
survives, then Lemma 6 is applied to compute an upper
bound on the complexity of a solution (lines 19–20). Finally,
the surviving label λ is enheaped (line 21).
As before, the actual simplest near-fastest route can be
retrieved with standard backtracking; details are omitted.
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Setup

Our experimental analysis involves both real and synthetic
road networks. We use the real road networks of the following cities taken from OpenStreetMap: Oldeburg (OLB),
Berlin (BER), Vienna (VIE) and Athens (ATH), containing 1, 672 roads and 2, 383 intersections, 15, 246 roads and
25, 321 intersections, 20, 224 roads and 27, 563 intersections,
and 76, 896 roads and 108, 156 intersections, respectively.
The weighted average degree of an intersection in these road
networks is 2.09, 2.15, 2.17 and 2.19, respectively.
To study the scalability of our methodology we also generated synthetic road networks by populating the OLB road
network. The idea is the following. In an attempt to capture
the structure of a real network, a synthetic road network is
defined as a set of neighborhoods connected to each other
through a backbone road network. OLB is used to capture
the internal road network of a neighborhood. Figure 2 pictures the 24 intersections used to enter/exit the internal road
network of a neighborhood from/to the backbone.
Finally, to construct a backbone network we consider two
different topologies. The grid-based topology of degree τ is
constructed by 2τ roads, τ 2 intersections, and defines (τ −1)2

Figure 2: The OLB road network and its 24 entrances/exits.

methods. The reason for is that the larger ϵ is, the more
routes have acceptable length and thus need to be examined. At the same time, however, it is more likely to early
identify a candidate answer, which can enhance the pruning
mechanism and thus accelerate the query evaluation.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Examples of backbone networks: (a) gridbased with 10 roads, (b) ring-based with 16 roads.
neighborhoods. On the other hand, a ring-based topology of
degree τ is constructed by 4(τ + 1) roads, 4τ intersections,
and defines 4(τ − 1) + 1 neighborhoods. Figure 3(a) and (b)
show an example of a grid-based and a ring-based backbone
road network of degrees 5, and 3, respectively. The gridbased backbone consists of 10 roads connected through 25
intersections and defines 16 neighborhoods, while the ringbased backbone consists of 16 roads connected through 12
intersections and defines 9 neighborhoods.
To assess the performance of the routing methods, we
measure their average response time and the average number of routes examined over 1, 000 queries. Finally, in case of
the simplest near-fastest and the fastest near-simplest route
problems, we test the methods varying ϵ inside {0.01, 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3}.

5.2 Comparison of Routing Methods
The first set of experiments involves the OLB, BER, VIE,
and ATH real road networks with the purpose of identifying
the best method for each of the problems at hand.
Table 2 demonstrates the results for the fastest simplest
and the simplest fastest route problems. We first observe
that FS outperforms BSL by several orders of magnitude.
In fact, we managed to execute BSL only on the smallest
road network (OLB) due to its extremely high response time.
This is expected as BSL needs to enumerate an enormous
number of routes to identify the final answer. On the other
hand, we observe that FS, SF identify the corresponding
routes in less than half a second for all real networks.
Finally, we investigate which is the best method for the
fastest near-simplest and the simplest near-fastest route problems. Note that for the purpose of this experiment we
include two additional methods termed FNS-A∗ -WB and
SNF-A∗ -WB. These algorithms follow the same principle as
FNS-A∗ and SNF-A∗ respectively, without however invoking
the AllFastestSimplest and AllSimplestFastest procedures
(equivalently they assume sf L[n] = sf C[n] = f sL[n] =
f sC[n] = 0 for any node n). In addition, note that because of their high response time, we were able to execute
FNS-DFS and SNF-DFS only on the smallest road network,
OLB. Figure 4 clearly shows that FNS-A∗ and SNF-A∗ are
the dominant methods for the problems at hand. In fact
with the exception of the smallest road network, OLB, they
outperform their competitors by at least one order of magnitude. The superiority of FNS-A∗ (SNF-A∗ ) over FNS-A∗ WB (SNF-A∗ -WB) supports our decision to invoke the AllFastestSimplest and AllSimplestFastest procedures before
the actual search takes place.
We also observe that as ϵ increases, the response time of
the methods that solve simplest near-fastest route problem
decreases. Specifically, the response time of SNF-A∗ -WB always decreases while the time of SNF-A∗ first increases and
after ϵ = 0.1 or ϵ = 0.2 it drops. Note that this trend is also
followed by the average number of routes examined by the
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5.3

Scalability Tests

In the last set of experiments we study the scalability of
the best methods identified in the previous section, i.e., FS,
SF, FNS-A∗ and SNF-A∗ . For this purpose, we generate
synthetic road networks varying the degree of the topology τ , and thus, the size of the road network. Particularly, for a grid-based backbone network τ takes values inside
{2, 3, 4, 5}, while for a ring-based backbone inside {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Figure 5 reports on the scalability tests. As expected, the
response time of all methods increases when the degree of
the topology increases. Even for the expensive fastest nearsimplest and the simplest near-fastest route problems, our
methods always identify the answer in less than half a second for ϵ = 0.1. Although we do not include figures for other
values of ϵ, our experiments show that this holds for every
other combination of τ and ϵ.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper dealt with finding routes that are as simple and
as fast as possible. In particular, it studied the fastest simplest, simplest fastest, fastest near-simplest, and simplest
near-fastest problems, and introduced solutions to thems.
The proposed algorithms are shown to be efficient and practical in both real and synthetic datasets.
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Table 2: Real road networks: performance analysis for solving Problems 1 and 2.
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Figure 4: Real road networks: performance analysis for solving Problems 3 and 4.
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